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METAMORPHOSES 2 

10th - 15th July 2018 

Waterloo East Theatre 

Following a sell-out run last year, London's 

beloved, vignette-style production inspired 

by Ovid's 'Metamorphoses' is coming back 

this summer! It will consist of 5 fantastical, 

multi-layered and poignant plays - stories of 

love (often unrequited), power of the arts, 

double punishment, gender identity, the 

interactions of gods and mortals, loss of 

speech and, most of all, transformation! This 

original show featuring elements of visual, 

physical, devised and experimental theatre as 

well as live music will create - yet again - a 

unique experience for the audience! 

 

   SCRIPT SUBMISSION PROCESS  

 

Exciting News! The script submission 

window is now open! Please, read the 

guidelines below and send us your play! 

We want to hear from YOU! 

Please, take a look at the list of themes and suggested corresponding Ovid's stories. Choose 

the one(s) that interest you most. Write a short play (up to 20mins) inspired by the chosen 

myth(s) – it could be an adaptation / modern take / deconstructed version or simply your own 

response to it. We are interested in the stories that reflect our times and are rooted in an easily 

recognisable social context. The common thread to all the plays (regardless of the theme you 

chose) is a ‘transformation’ a.k.a. metamorphosis. Ground-breaking form, elements of 

visual/physical/abstract theatre and bold choices are encouraged. We also accept the musical 

scripts. Plays previously performed will also be considered, however we ask writers to stay 

open to a new interpretation and cast/crew. 
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*THEMES* 

I) POWER OF THE ARTS 

Suggested topics: lack of artistry can cause big-scale conflicts; art enables people to 

communicate their deep feelings; art can raise awareness of the social & political issues and 

provoke people to act in response; the artists escape the misery of death by living on forever 

in their own creations.   

Corresponding Ovid's stories/myths: Orpheus; Apollo; Pygmalion; Philomela 

II)  GENDER TRANSITIONS AND DISGUISES 

Suggested topics: gender identity; gender transition process; gender disguise as a way of 

seduction or escape from some responsibilities (e.g. protection from going to war); gender 

transition as a form of 'punishment' by gods.  

Corresponding Ovid's stories/myths: Achilles and Thetis; Vertumnus and Pomona; Jupiter 

and Callisto; Teiresias; Sarmacis and Hermaphroditus 

III) INTERACTION OF GODS & MORTALS 

Suggested topics: abuse of power; 'glass ceiling'; big-scale catastrophes and the question of 

'why do gods allow us to suffer'; injustice in the world; media bias (e.g. misleading way of 

presenting certain situations only from one perspective, without showing 'the big picture'). 

Corresponding Ovid's stories/myths: Arachne and Minerva; Jupiter and his rape victims; 

Flood 

IV) DOUBLE PUNISHMENT 

Suggested topics: gang rape & consequences; social situation of women in many 3rd world 

countries; lack of gender equality; rape culture & rape-blaming.  

Corresponding Ovid's stories/myths: Juno's vengeance on women raped by Juniper  

V) LOST SPEECH  

Suggested topics: some of the disasters could have been averted through speech; 

metaphorical 'loss of speech' equals 'loss of identity'; power of rhetoric's; underrepresented 

communities and their 'unheard voices'.  

Corresponding Ovid's stories/myths: Philomela; Echo; Orpheus and Ulysses 
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Interested? Please, send your play(s) to info@offtheclifftheatre.co.uk with the subject line 

‘Metamorphoses 2 - Script Submission' as well as the synopsis of your piece(s) and your 

short bio by noon on Thursday 17th of May. Should you have any questions, please don't 

hesitate to get in touch with us. 

GOOD LUCK!!! 

 

OFF THE CLIFF THEATRE 

www.offtheclifftheatre.co.uk 

info@offtheclifftheatre.co.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/offtheclifftheatre/ 

https://twitter.com/Off_the_Cliff_ 

https://www.instagram.com/offtheclifftheatre/ 

 

 

PRAISE FOR METAMORPHOSES 1:  

[4****Review by Michael Davis for Breaking The Forth Wall] 

'Given the numerous ideas that ‘metamorphosis’ conjures, there’s no reason why there 

shouldn’t be subsequent festivals based on this theme.' 

'Based to various degrees on the original stories [by Ovid], Metamorphoses at Bread and 

Roses Theatre is comprised of five very different plays on the subject of change – all directed 

by Kasia Różycki, artistic director of Off The Cliff Theatre.' 

 

[Review by Frank McHugh for The Arthur's Seat] 

'Stunning conviction and energy from the entire cast. Metamorphoses is an inspired and 

wonderfully diverse collection of new works, sprinkled with moments of sheer brilliance.' 

 

'Five beautifully contrasting pieces of theatre expertly put together by the amazing Kasia 

Różycki at the Bread & Roses in Clapham. ' 
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'Big congrats to all involved in making the #Metamorphoses; amazing work, had a great time 

enjoying the plays! @Off_the_Cliff_@Kasia_Rozycki' 

 

'Fantastic innovative theatre last night from @Off_the_Cliff_ with their Metamorphosis 

@BreadandRosesTC Well done to everyone involved.' 

 

'So enjoyed 5 thought provoking pieces at #MetamorphosesFestival tonight! Great work once 

again Kasia! Fab work  #TheRiddlePond Team! Keep flying!!!  

 

'Just back from #MetamorphosesFestival @BreadandRosesTC by @Kasia_Rozycki & 

@Off_the_Cliff_ Last show tomorrow, catch it when you still can!🎭 I enjoyed it very 

much! Congratulations and hope to see more of your productions soon!' 

 

'Kasia Różycki, so glad I got to see Metamorphoses tonight - I really enjoyed the show. 

Congratulation on directing and producing 5 very different pieces with some great 

performances. Well done to everyone, including Roman Berry, movement director for one of 

the pieces.' 

 


